Access map.
Nexway, tour PB 5
1 avenue du Général de Gaulle
92800 Puteaux
By car
1. If you take the BOULEVARD CIRCULAIRE (ring road) around LA DÉFENSE, exit at LA DÉFENSE 8.
2. After the PONT DE NEUILLY bridge, take the tunnel in direction of RUEIL/ST-GERMAIN-EN-LAYE
and keep to the left lane. After the tunnel, turn left at the first light in direction of PUTEAUX-CENTRE.
Then turn left at the second light and take the second street. The PB5 building entrance is about 100
meters on the right. Parking Facilities : Wilson Car Park - Exit LES QUATRES TEMPS shopping mall.
3. If you arrive by taxi, he will drop you off in the backyard of the PB5 Tower. Take this courtyard, then
turn right to take the public elevators.
Go up to the 1st-floor level «4 temps & Castorama», then turn to your right and just before the entrance
«Porte Puteaux» you will find on your right the reception of the PB5 Tower.
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By public transport
1. Regional express from Paris (RER) : look for trains to POISSY or STGERMAIN-EN-LAYE.
Alight at GRANDE ARCHE DE LA DÉFENSE. Warning : special fares apply (Zone 3).
2. Subway (Métro) : Line 1, direction LA DÉFENSE (get off at GRANDE ARCHE).
3. T2 (tramway) : direction LA DÉFENSE. Alight at LA DÉFENSE/GRANDE ARCHE.
4. Bus : From central Paris : Line 73 (Concorde, Champs-Elysées, Etoile, Porte Maillot, La Défense).
5. From suburbs : several bus and train lines terminate at LA DÉFENSE.

From the main RER - Métro - Bus concourse at La Défense, you may either :
Exit at Parvis D, turn right, past the MIRÓ sculpture (blue, yellow and red), into the Les Quatre Temps
shopping mall via the Boieldieu entrance, walk about 40 meters, walk up a few steps and through the
green glass doors.
The entrance to the PB5 building is immediatly on the left in covered walkway.
Exit K, take the escalator into the Les Quatre Temps shopping mall (up 2 levels). Turn left, the way to
the PB5 building is signposted inside the shopping mall.
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